
 

 

Abstract— The Pre-clinical Drug Development Platform 

(PCDDP) based at the North-West University (NWU) developed a 

novel diagnostic method for detecting Mycobacterium Tuberculosis 

(MTB). The Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test involves the 

extraction of MTB DNA from clinical samples onto a scaffold in 

order to be transferred to a lysis microreactor (LMR) for 

identification. The polyurethane (PU) scaffolds previously made 

through the polyaddition of diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) and 

a polyethylene glycol (PEG) polyol showed potential for 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) immobilization applications. In this 

study the effect of isocyanate index on the ability of synthesized PU 

scaffolds to improve DNA capture was investigated. This paper 

further investigates the possibility of using liquefied kraft lignin (KL) 

and lignosulfonate (LS) as alternative renewable polyols to replace 

PEG in the synthesis of the scaffolds. Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), compression strength and DNA 

amplification tests were performed on the synthesized scaffolds.  

Polyurethane foams (PUF) of good rigidity and strength, that could 

be easily handled and withstand the chemical buffer, temperatures 

and mechanical stresses in the LMR without disintegrating, was 

produced. DNA capture tests yielded promising results as scaffolds 

produced at an isocyanate index of 150 showed positive potential for 

the capture of non-infectious MTB.  
 

Keywords— Polyurethane, polyol, DNA immobilization, 

Mycobacterium Tuberculosis.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

YCOBACTERIUM Tuberculosis (MTB), the bacterium 

that leads to the disease Tuberculosis (TB), was first 

identified more than a century ago and today remains the 

cause for one of the most widespread diseases in the world [1]. 

It is estimated that almost 1.8 billion people, which is one third 
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of the world’s population, is latently infected with MTB each 

year. The TB disease annually leads to approximately 1.45 

million deaths [2]. African people make out about 24% of the 

world’s TB cases and the highest death rate per capita caused 

by TB, occurs in the African region [3]. The TB disease is 

second only to the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) as 

the cause of death by infectious diseases [3]. The Global 

Tuberculosis Report of 2013 stresses that the accurate 

detection of TB must be a priority in order to reach global 

targets set for 2015 [4]. The key to decrease the devastating 

fatality statistics and continued transmission of the TB disease 

is early and precise diagnosis followed by rapid effective 

treatment. Existing TB test procedures have proved to be 

challenging, not time efficient and the outcome of these tests 

are often incorrect. Accurate diagnosis is critical since 

treatment can only be administered when the infection is 

positively detected.  

A time, cost and effectiveness improved method of TB 

testing was developed by the Pre-clinical Drug Development 

Platform (PCDDP) located at the North-West University 

(NWU) Potchefstroom. In order for the newly developed novel 

diagnostic test to be successful the biologically active 

substance, MTB deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), must be 

extracted onto a carrier material. The PCDDP testing method 

makes use of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) completed in 

a cell lysis microreactor (LMR). The scaffold is inserted into 

the LMR and captures the single strand DNA released from 

the TB cell during rapid cell lysis. The lysis process is aided 

by high temperatures, rapid mixing and the buffer solution 

inside the LMR. The test has a reduced diagnostic time since 

results are available within 5 to 10 minutes [5]. 

PU was first synthesized in 1937 and has since become an 

important engineering product in various applications. 

Polyurethane (PU) displays excellent mechanical properties 

and is biocompatible due to the presence of certain functional 

groups [6].  

PU is produced by a reaction between a polyol and an 

isocyanate resulting in the formation of urethane bonds (–NH–

COO–) [7]. The exothermic reaction producing PU occurs 

between the NCO group present in isocyanates and the OH 

groups contained in polyols.  

The use of synthesized PU scaffolds for capturing DNA of 

the TB bacterium is investigated in this article.  The isocyanate 

index in the synthesis process of each polyurethane foam 

(PUF) was varied in order to obtain the most effective polyol 
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to isocyanate ratio for DNA capture. Additionally polyethylene 

glycol with a molecular weight of 200g/mol (PEG200) was 

replaced by lignin-based polyols which was obtained through a 

liquefaction process. The polyols are being developed in-

house as a renewable replacement for petroleum derived 

polyols. The aim was to find the most effective combination of 

Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) index and choice of 

polyol that yields a PU scaffold capable of capturing MTB 

DNA for the TB testing application. Furthermore the effect of 

isocyanate index on the materials properties was evaluated. 

The successful immobilization of DNA by the PU scaffold 

helps to concentrate the DNA present in the biological sample.  

A sufficiently rigid PU scaffold was required to act as 

transport mechanism in order to transfer DNA to the PCR 

cuvette for amplification during the PCR test. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A.  Materials 

PEG200 was bought from Sigma-Aldrich® (Kempton Park, 

South Africa, batch BCBM8015V). Calcium lignosulfonates 

was kindly provided by Sappi Saiccor mill (Umkomaas, South 

Africa). Kraft lignin (KL) (batch 04414PEV) and 

lignosulfonate (LS) was used to produce renewable lignin 

based polyols that can replace PEG200. These polyols were 

obtained through a liquefaction process as described by 

reference [8] using crude glycerol and lignin powder. KL 

powder was bought from Sigma-Aldrich®. The hydroxyl 

numbers of renewable polyols were determined in-house 

according to ASTM D4274-11 method D (Table I). The 

hydroxyl number of PEG200 was obtained from averaging the 

range provided by Carbowax™ in a technical data sheet. 

TABLE I 

 HYDROXYL NUMBERS OF POLYOLS USED 

Polyol Hydroxyl number (mg KOH/g) 

PEG200 590 

Kraft lignin 501 

Lignosulfonate 865 

MDI, Desmodur® 44V20L, provided by Bayer Material 

Science (Isando, South Africa) with a NCO group content of 

30% was used as isocyanate in the polyaddition reaction. The 

synthesis of PUF include the use of a silicone surfactant 

(Dabco DC5357, batch 1239070) with a hydroxyl number of 

54 mgKOH/g and a gelling catalyst namely N,N-

dimethylcyclohexylamine (Polycat 8, batch 1133438) obtained 

from Air Products & Chemicals (Kempton Park, South 

Africa). In the synthesis reaction where kL serves as polyol, a 

blowing catalyst Pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (Polycat 5, 

batch 1131903)  supplied by Air Products & Chemicals 

(Kempton Park, South Africa) was used together with water as 

blowing agent in some instances – as later discussed.  

The formulation of the reagents used in preparing the 

various PUF is given in Table II.  

 

 

TABLE II 

 FORMULATION OF PU FOAMS 

Reagents PEG200 Kraft lignin Lignosulfonate 

Polyola 100 100 100 

DC5357a 3.10 2.50 2.50 

Polycat 8a 1.10 0.86 0.86 

Polycat 5a 0.00 0.67 0.48 

Watera 0.00 1.25 0.8 

MDIb  90-240 90-180 120-180 

The same formulation was used for preparing foams without blowing 

agent, with the omission of water and Polycat 5. 
aParts by weight (dimensionless) 
bIsocyanate index (% isocyanate added), varied in steps of 30%  

B. Synthesis of Polyurethane 

A one step method was used to synthesize PU scaffolds. 

Polyol was mixed with catalysts, surfactant and blowing agent 

as per Table II, for 10 to15 seconds. Then isocyanate was 

added as per Table II and again mixed 10 to15 seconds. The 

foam was allowed to rise freely until the completion of the 

reaction was reached. The foam was then left to cure for a 

minimum of 24 hours at ambient conditions [9].  

Kraft- and lignosulfonate-based PUF were prepared by the 

same procedure. 

C.  DNA capture test and polymer characterisation 

Amplification tests were conducted by the personnel of the 

PCDDP in order to establish the capability of scaffolds to 

immobilize DNA. The PCDDP made use of a LMR (2ml 

capacity) equipped with a magnetically driven impellor 

(3600rpm) for stirring and temperature control equipment.  

Double strand bacteria DNA was removed from the TB 

cells and converted to single strands within 5 minutes. 

Vigorous mixing for approximately 7 minutes, temperatures of 

95°C and the action of the lysis buffer lead to rapid cell lysis. 

Lysed single strand DNA was captured on the synthesized 

hydrophobic PU scaffold inside the LMR containing a lysis 

buffer.  

The scaffold was washed with de-ionized water and was 

thereafter inserted and sealed inside a PCR cuvette [5]. Since 

PCR was introduced in 1983, it has become a highly used 

method in the field of molecular biology, particularly 

molecular diagnostics. The method of TB diagnosis at the 

PCDDP makes use of PCR to replicate MTB DNA in a 

clinical sample in order to generate a magnitude of DNA 

which overcomes test sensitivity problems experienced at low 

DNA volumes [5].  

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF PU 

FTIR recording diffuse reflectance spectra using an 

IRAffinity-1 (Shimadzu, Japan) spectrophotometer with a 

wave number range capable of 400 to 4000cm
-1

, was done in 

order to examine the molecular structure of the produced PUF. 

The foam was grinded into a fine powder and mixed 

homogeneously with potassium bromide which was used as 

background. 

The PUF surface was evaluated by making use of a SEM 

microscope (Quanta 250 FEG, FEI) under high vacuum and an 
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activation voltage of 5kV. Prior to imaging the sample was cut 

into small squares and coated with a gold palladium alloy. 

A sample of 1 to 2g in powdered form was analysed using 

TGA. The N2 gas flow rate used was 1.5 L/min and the heating 

rate was 3°C/min.  

DNA capture (Philisa Thermal Cycler, Streck) tests using 

UV-transilluminated results of a 2% agarose gel 

electrophoresis at 100V was completed in order to determine 

the scaffolds immobilization potential.   

Strength tests were completed by using a mechanical testing 

machine in order to determine the compressive strength 

capability of the produced PU.  Samples of approximately 

50cm x 50cm and 30cm in height were used for the completion 

of this test. The crosshead was set to move at 2.5 mm/min. The 

density of PUF was determined according to the SANS 

1383:2008 method.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A.  Physical observations 

PUF containing PEG had a light yellow colour while foams 

made from KL as polyol had a slightly more brownish (fig. 1) 

colour and foams produced from LS was dark brown in colour.  
 

   
Fig. 1  Difference in colour of synthesized foams from A:PEG200 

as polyol, B: KL as polyol, C: LS as polyol  

PUF synthesized at indexes higher than 240 were unusable. 

The reactants failed to react completely leaving a dark colour - 

due to unreacted isocyanate - at the bottom of the foam. 

Adequate reactivity of the functional groups of diisocyanates 

with other reactants was crucial in order to produce effective 

scaffolds for DNA capturing. At an index of 360 the foam was 

misformed and very brittle.   

A. Compressive strength 

The compressive strength tests were performed in order to 

measure the compressive strength load that could be handled 

by PUF produced from lignin derived polyols.  

Compressive strength data was analyzed according to the 

American Society for Testing and Materials standard (ASTM 

D1621-10). PUF synthesized at different isocyanate indexes 

were each cut into blocks (3 blocks for KL and 2 blocks for 

LS). The foams that were produced from the synthesis 

processes were cut so that the maximum amount of blocks 

possible was obtained while still meeting the minimum 

requirements of 12.5mm thickness per block. The compressive 

strength tests for each foam at a specific isocyante index had to 

be repeated in order to acquire accurate results.  

The compressive strength of PUF was seen to be related to 

density of the foam. The area, volume and mass of the blocks 

were determined before the compression strength tests were 

completed.  

  
Fig. 2   Tensile strength test graphs(extention (mm) vs. load 

(kN)) obtained from kraft as polyol (left: PU produced at isocyanate 

index of 90) as well as lignosulfonate (right: PU produced at 

isocyanate index of 105) 

Fig. 2 shows typical results obtained from compressive 

strength tests. Collected data indicated that foams produced 

from KL as polyol with a higher isocyanate index had a lower 

compressive strength than foams produced from LS at the 

same isocyanate index. LS contained a higher amount of 

hydroxyl groups in its structure (see Table I) and this lead to a 

larger degree of crosslinking than for KL based foams which 

resulted in better compression strength. 

As the isocyanate index increased the density of the foams 

decreased. Larger less uniform cellular structure at higher 

isocyanate indexes decreased the mass per unit volume of the 

foam.  

The increase of isocyanate index, when LS was used as 

polyol, produced PUF of slightly higher densities. Foams with 

higher density and higher isocyanate indexes revealed higher 

compression strength capability to some extent. PUF produced 

from LS were not significantly different to foams produced 

with water present when mechanical strength was considered.  

B. SEM surface characterization 

SEM imaging was used to characterize physical properties 

of the scaffolds and to investigate the surface and cross-

sectional morphology of PU scaffolds.  

Unpublished [10] previously found that PU scaffolds 

synthesized by making use of PEG200 yielded foams with 

large internal surface areas composed of slightly rounded 

uniformly sized macro-pores which lead to improved MTB 

immobilization ability.  

Higher isocyanate indexes yielded foams with larger cell 

sizes as can be seen in Fig. 3. The excess isocyanate that was 

present during the reaction reacted with the blowing agent and 

generated carbon dioxide (CO2) which formed bubbles in the 

cellular structure of the PU.  PU prepared at higher isocyanate 

indexes displayed the presence of larger bubbles. 
 

 
Fig. 3   SEM micrographs of PUF produced from PEG200 as 

polyol (200µm) at A: Isocyanate index of 90, B: Isocyanate index of 

120, C: Isocyanate index of 150, D: Isocyanate index of 180,  

E: Isocyanate index of 210, F: Isocyanate index of 240 

A C B 
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Lignin as a renewable replacement of petroleum derived 

polyols was studied for the application of PUF production due 

to its high hydroxyl group content. PUF produced from 

PEG200 however showed a more uniform regular cell shape 

than PU synthesized from lignin. The hydroxyl groups 

contained within lignin were less accessible than in PEG200 

and lignin was therefore less reactive resulting in a non-

uniform foam.  

More microvoids appeared in the cell structure of the KL 

foams than of the foam synthesized from PEG. The presence 

of such microvoids caused the scaffold to absorb PCR liquid 

as was seen during the DNA capture tests characterization.  

Foams prepared at a higher isocyanate indexes with KL 

lignin as polyol produced more bubbles because of the 

excessive MDI that reacted with water and formed more CO2. 

The increased amount of larger bubbles resulted in larger less 

uniform cellular structures as can be seen in Fig. 4.   

 
Fig. 4 SEM micrographs of PU made from kraft lignin using water 

(200µm) at A: Isocyanate index of 90, B: Isocyanate index of 120,  

C: Isocyanate index of 150, D: Isocyanate index of 180 

It can clearly be seen in Fig. 5 that PUF produced in the 

absence of a blowing agent had a more uniform cell structure. 

 
Fig. 5 SEM micrographs of kraft lignin PUF (200µm) at A: 

Isocyanate index of 120, B: Isocyanate index of 150, C: Isocyanate 

index of 180   

The SEM micrographs of PU produced by means of LS 

revealed a mixed structure with the presence of microvoids. 

The occurring cell structure explained the brittleness of the 

foam which was experienced when trying to cut the foam into 

scaffolds.  

Images revealed that cell sizes present in the foam was 

significantly different in morphology. The irregular micro-

surface indicated poor dispersion of the lignin in the foam 

which caused fewer and weaker crosslinking in the foam. The 

weak crosslinking showed that the hydroxyl groups within 

lignin were not easily accessible for binding. Consequently a 

less homogeneous structure was obtained than when using 

PEG. This was an undesirable feature when trying to produce 

PU for the use of immobilization scaffolds. 

 
Fig. 6 SEM micrographs of PUF produced from lignosulfonate 

while making use of water at A: Isocyanate index of 105, B: 

Isocyanate index of 150 

 
Fig. 7   SEM micrographs of PUF produced from lignosulfonate at 

A: Isocyanate index of 105, B: Isocyanate index of 150 
 

C. TGA stability 

The thermal stability of PU repeatedly synthesized by 

PEG200 at an isocyanate index of 150 was evaluated by 

making use of TGA. TGA analysis was performed on 3 out of 

the 4 batches of reproduced PU foams. The thermal 

decomposition profiles that were obtained were all similar to 

the one seen in Fig. 8.  

 
Fig. 8 TGA graph (Temperature (°C) vs. mass loss (%)) obtained 

from synthesized PU of isocyanate index 150 

The crosslinks consisting of a network of hard and soft 

segments present in the PUF caused an initial delay in thermal 

degradation.  

The first decomposition stage that appeared occurred 

because of degradation of hard segments which started around 

200°C and ended at about 360 to 380°C. Degradation of the 

soft segments was responsible for the second stage of 

decomposition. This step ended at a temperature of 

approximately 480°C. 

Analysis of the TGA graphs showed that PU only started to 

break down at temperatures higher than 200°C. At a 

temperature of 400°C approximately 50 to 60% of the sample 

had already decomposed. About 70 to 80% of the PU was 

decomposed when a temperature of 500 to 600°C was reached.           

The TGA test performed on all 3 batches resulted in similar 

degredation curves. This confirmed that the production of PU 

at an isocyanate index of 150 could be successfully repeated in 

order to obtain a constant set of the desired properties that 

allows for DNA capturing. 
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D.  FTIR spectra 

The FTIR spectra showed wave numbers corresponding to 

certain functional groups and bonds present in the PUF. The 

infrared (IR) spectra of all PU samples were recorded and 

analyzed so that the differences in chemical composition of the 

samples were revealed. 

MTB DNA binds to amino and hydroxyl active sites present 

on PU scaffolds [11]. Amides seen at various spectra peaks in 

synthesized foams were the result of a reaction between 

an amine (contains amino groups) and a carboxylic acid 

derivative. PUF produced from PEG200 showed hydroxyl 

peaks at 2460 cm
–1

, 1350 cm
–1

 and amide groups at 1500 cm
–1

. 

FTIR peaks for PUF made from KL (both in the absence and 

presence of water) presented peaks at 2450 cm
–1

, 1350 cm
–1

 

and 1500 cm
–1

 which corresponded to the presence of 

hydroxyl and amide active groups. KL foams with no addition 

of water also showed hydroxyl functional groups at 2460 cm
–1

. 

Peaks occurred at 2450 cm
–1

, 1350 cm
–1

 and at 1495 cm
–1

 for 

LS PUF (both with and without water), indicating hydroxyl 

and amide groups respectively. Identifying the presence of 

these groups in the PUF confirmed the possibility of DNA 

binding ability. 

The presence of N-H peaks proved that the polymerization 

reaction occurred in order to form urethane and hydrogen 

bonds in the PU chain [12]. The urethane links (-NH-CO-O-) 

binded reagents during the PU synthesis reaction and showed 

that reagents reacted during the synthesis process [13]. Peaks 

seen at 3210 cm
–1

 at isocyanate indexes of 90 to 240 and at 

3220 cm
–1

, 1540 cm
–1

 at isocyanate indexes of 270 to 360 for 

PUF produced from PEG200 indicated the formation of 

urethane bonds. The successful formation of bonds were 

further confirmed by the presence of hydrogen bonded 

carbonyl peaks at 1710 cm
–1

, stretching vibration of –CONH 

wich occured within urethane linkages seen at 1530 cm
–1

, 1515 

cm
–1

 showing peaks indicating urethane linkages and the 

symmetric stretching vibration of aliphatic C–O–C ether 

functional groups at 1110 cm
–1

. PU synthesized from KL (both 

with and without water) showed N-H peaks at 3250 cm
–1

. The 

presence of -C=O carbonyl groups consisting of intra-

molecular hydrogen bonds, -C-O-C stretching vibrations 

corresponding to linking that occur between OH and NCO 

groups, polymerized urethane peaks and stretching C-N 

vibrations identified at various wave numbers confirmed that 

bonding in PUF, made from KL, is present. LS based foams 

displayed the N-H peaks at 3330 cm
–1

. Confirmation that 

urethane and hydrogen bonds did form, was seen at an assorted 

amount of FTIR peaks. 

PUF synthesized from PEG200, KL and LS, all had the 

NCO peaks at 2280 cm
–1

 absent. Only the foam produced from 

PEG200 at an isocyanate index of 90 indicated the presence of 

unreacted NCO at this wave number.  KL, LS and PEG200 

(isocyanate indexes of 270 to 360) foams additionally 

displayed NCO vibrating peaks at 2160 cm
–1

 as identified by 

reference [14].  The presence of free-NCO peaks indicated that 

the diisocyanate did not completely react with polyol during 

the synthesis process [12]. The addition of water when 

synthesizing PUF from KL amplified the intensity of the 

unreacted NCO peaks. The incomplete reaction of PEG200 

with high isocyanate indexes was clearly visible when the 

foams were removed from the cups. The occurrence of 

unreacted NCO groups in KL and LS foams showed that the 

PUF were not entirely homogeneous as also confirmed during 

the DNA capture amplification results.  

The IR spectrum showed absorption at 1680 cm
-1

 (PEG200 

PU at isocyanate indexes of 90 to 240) for urethane-urea 

formation. The presence of these peaks implied that the 

polymer had a branched or crosslinked structure [12]. The 

peaks that appeared on the FTIR curve at wave numbers of 

1680 cm
-1

 when KL (isocyanate indexes of 120 to 180) based 

PU (no water added) was analyzed and at 1680 cm
-1

 when LS 

based foams were considered indicated the presence of 

urethane-urea formation. The absence of urethane-urea peaks 

for PU made from KL (isocyanate indexes of 90 to 180) with 

the addition of water and PU made from PEG200 (isocyanate 

indexes of 270 to 360) implied that these foams were not 

branched.  

E.  DNA capture tests 

The PU scaffold should have the right balance of 

hydrophobicity in order to immobilize the biologically active 

substance, in this case the MTB DNA, in the polymeric 

synthesized carrier material. All the PUF made from PEG200 

showed hydrophobic properties.  Hydrophobic scaffolds were 

able to immobilize MTB DNA due to the fact that helixes of 

single strand DNA are also hydrophobic which allowed the 

scaffolds and DNA to interact.  

PUF synthesized by making use of KL as polyol were 

flexible, soft and brittle, which made it difficult to cut into 

scaffolds. At an isocyanate index of 180 the scaffold was 

handled with ease even though the foam was soft. The foams 

initially showed hydrophobicity, but after absorbing PCR 

liquid lost this quality.  

The concentration capability of PU made from PEG200 was 

tested by cutting the foam into scaffolds and placing the 

scaffolds through the PCR process. Fig. 9 shows the 

amplification results obtained from PEG200 PUF. 
 

 
Fig. 9   Amplification of PU scaffolds made from PEG200 (1-3: 

Isocyanate index of 90, 4-6: Isocyanate index of 120, 7-9: Isocyanate 

index of 150) 
 

DNA capturing ability was indicated by a bright band as can 

be seen at sample 9 in Fig. 9. The bright bands (indicated by 

the red line) are an indication of DNA concentrating 

capability. 

The hydrophobic surface of the PEG200 scaffold produced 

at an isocyanate index of 150 showed positive DNA 

immobilization ability. 
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Liquid absorption occurred at one sample (out of 3) at an 

isocyanate index of 90 and at two samples of an isocyanate 

index of 120. Bright bands appeared at all 3 samples at an 

isocyanate index of 90 (samples 1 to 3), thus demonstrating 

good repeatability of DNA capturing ability.  

PU scaffolds with an isocyanate index of 150 (samples 7 to 

9) also revealed DNA concentrating capability. The isocyanate 

index of 150 displayed the best capturing potential.  
 

 
Fig. 10    Amplification of PU scaffolds made from PEG200 

during immobilization tests (1-3: Isocyanate index of 90, 4-6: 

Isocyanate index of 120) 

 

Sample 2 (isocyanate index of 90) indicated DNA 

concentrating capability. Repeatability of DNA capture 

however was not good, with only 1 out of 3 samples displaying 

a bright band. Sample 5 (isocyanate index of 120) showed the 

ability to concentrate DNA (Fig. 10).  Only 1 out of the 3 

samples tested, displayed a bright band when compared to the 

positive control bands. Again repeatability was not 

satisfactory. 

 
Fig. 11    DNA capture amplification test of PU produced from 

PEG200 at an isocyanate index of 150 

(1-3: Batch 2, 4-6: Batch 3, 7-9: Batch 4, 10-12: Batch 5) 

Testing the reproducibility of the PUF (isocyanate index 

150) that showed good initial results were done by 

synthesizing 4 additional batches from the same amounts of 

reagents that were originally used.  The tests would determine 

whether repeatability of production of a PU scaffold was 

possible. 

Samples with low MTB concentration was used in the DNA 

capture test on the repeatedly synthesized PU scaffolds, 

produced from PEG200 at an isocyanate index of 150. Testing 

reproduced scaffolds showed whether scaffolds can truly 

concentrate and capture DNA in order to prove that the first 

DNA immobilization did not simply occur by incident. 

Batch 2 (samples 1-3) and batch 3 (samples 4 to 6) showed 

good DNA concentration capability by the display of bright 

bands qualitatively compared to the positive control bands.   

Batch 4 (samples 7 to 9) and batch 5 (samples 10 to 12) 

illustrated poor repeatability, with only sample 7 showing 

DNA capture. Obtaining optimum processing thickness (0.5 

mm) for scaffolds from batches 4 and 5 were difficult. The 

foams proved challenging to cut and thicker scaffolds had to 

be used which clearly influenced DNA capturing ability.  

Poor performance of batches 4 and 5 could also be 

explained by the tendency of scaffolds 7, 8 and 11 to absorb 

liquid during processing. 

Varying results may have appeared because of the 

possibility that not all the produced foams were completely 

homogenous from top to bottom.  

 
Fig. 12   DNA capture amplification test of PU produced from 

PEG200 at an isocyanate index of 150 re-tested 

The degradation of aged PUF may occur due to the porous 

nature of the synthesized foams which makes the polymer 

accessible to environmental features.  

The stability of PU synthesized at an isocyanate index of 

150 (PEG200 as polyol) was evaluated by re-testing the 

samples from the original batch (batch 1) again after 2 months 

had passed. All 3 of the samples showed bright bands when 

compared to the positive control bands, indicating very good 

DNA capturing capability as well as good repeatability. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Compressive strength tests showed that PUF produced from 

LS consists of better mechanical properties than KL foams. 

The use of lignin based polyols reduced the uniformity of the 

cellular structure of the PUF. This deficiency in the cellular 

structure weakened the stability and strength of the PUF. 

The SEM results discussed, clearly indicated that replacing 

PEG200 with the lignin negatively affects the microscopic 

structure of PUF causing more irregular cell structures with 

larger CO2 bubble formation. The non-uniform micro-

morphology causes more brittle foams that readily break when 

cut into scaffolds. 

PU produced from PEG200 showed good thermal stability 

and only started decomposition after a temperature of 200°C. 

The scaffolds will thus be able to withstand the high 

temperatures of 95°C at which the cell lysing occurs during the 

DNA immobilization process. 
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The use of excess isocyanate (NCO/OH ratios higher than 

1.1:1 that is well known to provide rigid PUF) by synthesizing 

PUF at increased isocyanate indexes did prove to have a 

massive effect on DNA capturing ability of the produced 

scaffolds. An isocyanate index of 150 synthesized a PUF of 

good physical and mechanical properties suitable for handling 

and DNA immobilization reaction conditions.  

PUF synthesized by PEG200 and MDI at an isocyanate 

index of 150 showed the best ability to capture deactivated 

MTB DNA. The scaffold however failed to capture live MTB 

DNA.  

PU scaffolds produced from isocyanate indexes of 90 and 

120 do not show good potential for DNA capturing due to low 

repeatability of positive results. 

PU scaffolds produced from KL tend to be brittle and 

absorb liquid. This drastically influenced the performance of 

the scaffolds and no indication of DNA immobilization was 

shown. The PU obtained from KL without the addition of 

water as blowing agent was also brittle upon cutting and 

handling.   

PU synthesized from lignosulfonate could not be cut into 

scaffolds for direct transfer into the PCR. An alternative 

method of verification of DNA capturing needed to be 

established. These scaffolds did however show great potential 

and require more research to be completed. 

Expected functional groups were observed in the FTIR 

analysis. This most importantly included the urethane bonds 

that formed during the synthesis reaction. 

FTIR spectra analysis showed that all synthesized foams 

contained amide groups as well as hydroxyl functional groups 

present, indicating that binding with DNA was theoretically 

possible for all the produced scaffolds. Many other properties 

however play a role in the immobilization process and the 

presence of these functional groups do not guarantee DNA 

capturing ability.  

The IR spectra revealed the absence of crosslinking in KL 

based PUF (water added) synthesized at isocyanate idexes of 

90 to 180 causing the foam to be soft, flexible and brittle. The 

scaffolds cut from these foams had the tendency to absorb the 

PCR liquid, consequently losing its hydrophobic property. 

PU made from PEG200 at higher isocyanate indexes (270 to 

360) also did not depict the IR spectra peak that indicates the 

presence of crosslinking in order to form hard and soft 

segments. These PUF could not be used for DNA capture 

testing, since the foams were extremely brittle and not 

homogeneous. 

After 2 months passed excellent DNA capturing capability 

as well as good repeatability was still displayed by the PU 

scaffolds synthesized at an isocyanate index of 150 (PEG200 

used as polyol). The results proved that the material maintains 

its ability to capture DNA even after a long storage period. 
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